
Operational CAMO Service
Providing fully Integrated Operational CAMO Services to Airlines

Highly experienced Multi-regulatory Availability
CAMO Team with extensive 
experience working across 

multiple airlines.

EASA Approved. Cayman, 
Bermuda, 2-REG validated. 

Immediate availability to deliver 
your required CAMO Services.

ARC Review: Eirtech’s Airworthiness Review Staff
will review your aircraft’s airworthiness and provide
ARC Recommendations to your national authority.

Reliability/AMP/Planning: We will prepare
Reliability Reports; and develop, optimise, and
maintain your AMP according to your operational
requirements. Our Planners will ensure all Line and
Heavy Maintenance workpacks are prepared,
scheduled and performed on-time.

Sub-Contracted CAMO Services:
Your AOC CAMO can sub-contract the
accomplishment of specified continuing
airworthiness management tasks, directly to Eirtech
CAMO. This can offer the fastest path to establishing
your operation by reducing lead-times for
regulatory approval, staff recruitment and
development.

Integrated CAMO Services:
For established operators, we can also work as an
integral part of your CAMO team by working
directly to your procedures and approval. This allows
you to continue with your approved procedures and
reduce the need to recruit and train additional staff..

AD/SB/Modifications/Repairs: We will review,
action and control all mandatory requirements (ADs)
and configuration changes (SBs/STCs/Repairs) to
ensure full compliance with your regulatory
requirements.

Regulatory/Contract Structure 
Operational CAMO 

Services

Type Approvals

Technical Records: Eirtech will ensure all of your
technical records are fully managed in accordance
with Part-M requirements. Status reports will be
prepared as required to support your regulatory or
lease requirements. All records will be digitised and
indexed to the highest industry standards to ensure
ease of review at lease returns/sales.

Transition CAMO Services:
To reduce the workload on your CAMO during lease
returns, you can transfer your aircraft to our CAMO
and we will manage its continuing airworthiness
during end of lease maintenance checks and
prepare your records for re-delivery.

Contact us at
eassales@etas.ie

*Eirtech are pleased to discuss CAMO 
requirements for all Aircraft Type approvals. 

A320 CEO/NEO /A330/A340/A350/A380 
Boeing 737 CL/NG/MAX 

757/767/777/B787
ATR42/72,

Embraer 135/145/170/190/E2
Bombardier DHC-8-400
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